A neurocognitive model of recognition and pitch segregation.
This paper describes a neurocognitive model of pitch segregation in which it is proposed that recognition mechanisms initiate early in auditory processing pathways so that long-term memory templates may be employed to segregate and integrate auditory features. In this model neural representations of pitch height are primed by the location and pattern of excitation across auditory filter channels in relation to long-term memory templates for common stimuli. Since waveform driven pitch mechanisms may produce information at multiple frequencies for tonal stimuli, pitch priming was assumed to include competitive inhibition that would allow only one pitch estimation at any time. Consequently concurrent pitch information must be relayed to short-term memory via a parallel mechanism that employs pitch information contained in the long-term memory template of the chord. Pure tones, harmonic complexes and two pitch chords of harmonic complexes were correctly classified by the correlation of templates comprising auditory nerve excitation and off-frequency inhibition with the excitation patterns of stimuli. The model then replicated behavioral data for pitch matching of concurrent vowels. Comparison of model outputs to the behavioral data suggests that inability to recognize a stimulus was associated with poor pitch segregation due to the use of inappropriate pitch priming strategies.